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TORSION UNITS IN ALTERNATIVE LOOP RINGS

EDGAR G GOODAIRE AND CÉSAR POLCINO MILIES

{Communicated by Donald S. Passman)

Abstract. Let ZL denote the integral alternative loop ring of a finite loop

L . If L is an abelian group, a well-known result of G. Higman says that

±g,g € L are the only torsion units (invertible elements of finite order) in ZL .

When L is not abelian, another obvious source of units is the set ±y~l gy of

conjugates of elements of L by invertible elements in the rational loop algebra

QL . H. Zassenhaus has conjectured that all the torsion units in an integral

group ring are of this form. In the alternative but not associative case, one

can form potentially more torsion units by considering conjugates of conjugates

V^\y7[g7l)V\ and so forth. In this paper we prove that every torsion unit

in an alternative loop ring over Z is ± a conjugate of a conjugate of a loop

element.

0. Introduction

Let G be a finite group and let ZG denote the group ring of G over the ring Z

of rational integers. As usual, we shall denote by e : ZG —» Z the augmentation

map; i.e. the map given by c{J2agg) = ^Zag- If we denote by U{ZG) the

group of units of ZG , then the set V(ZG) = { a e U{ZG) \ e(a) = 1 } is called

the group of normalized units of ZG. The elements of the form ±g, g e G

are the trivial units of ZG.

G. Higman, in a classical paper on the units of group rings [7] has shown

that if G is abelian, then all units of finite order in ZG are trivial. When G is

not abelian, an obvious way to exhibit new torsion units in ZG is to compute

conjugates of the form y~ gy, with g € G and y e V(ZG). One can also

allow y to belong to QC7 provided that y~ gy e ZG. H. Zassenhaus has

conjectured that all torsion units in ZG can be constructed in this way. More

precisely, we have

Zassenhaus Conjecture. Let r e ZG be a normalized unit of finite order. Then

there exists an invertible element a e QG and an element g € G such that

a~ ra — g .
-
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It has been shown that the conjecture holds for some families of groups (see

for example [9]), but in general, it remains very much open.

Nonassociative generalizations of group rings have been considered in recent

literature [3 and 11]. One defines the loop ring RL of a finite loop L over

an associative ring R in precisely the same way a group ring is defined. Since

alternative rings resemble associative rings in many ways, it is natural to hope

that certain conjectures and properties of associative rings may hold for alter-

native rings. In this paper, we establish the following alternative analogue of

the Zassenhaus conjecture.

0.1 Theorem. Let r be a normalized torsion unit in the integral alternative loop

ring ZL of a finite loop L. Then there exist units yx ,y2e QL and I e L such

that y2\yx~]ryx)y2 = 1.

(Notice that this theorem gives a statement of the Zassenhaus Conjecture for

the variety of alternative rings which reduces to the usual conjecture in the

subvariety of associative rings. The import of this paper, then, is to show that

the extended conjecture is at least true for those alternative loop rings which

are not associative.)

1. Some basic facts

An RA loop is a loop whose loop rings over any ring of characteristic ^ 2

are alternative but not associative. We list a few facts about RA loops which

can be found in [5].

1.1 Proposition. Let L be an RA loop. Then

1. the nucleus and centre of L coincide;

2. the commutator subloop L' is generated by a central element e of order

2;
3. there exists a non-abelian group G c L and an element u e L such

that L = GuGu. The centre of G coincides with the centre of L and

shall be denoted by 3C. For every element I e L we have I  eJ;

4. the map * : L —► L given by

, = ( g     ifg^Z
8       [eg   ifgtZ

is an involution of L which extends linearly to RL ;

5. every element r e RL can be written uniquely in the form r = x + yu

with x ,y € RG. Setting g0 = u2, the involution and multiplication in

RL are given respectively by

*       *
(x + yu)  -x  +eyu

(x + yu)(z + wu) = {xz + g0w*y) + (wx + yz*)u.
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Letting 2~(RG) denote the centre of the group ring RG, it is easy to see

that the centre of RL is

3T(RL) = {x + yu \ x ,y e 3T(RG) ,y = ey}.

It follows that r e 3f{RL) if and only if r = r* ; in particular, r + r* and rr*

are central for any r e RL.

Now we turn our attention to augmentation ideals. Let N be a normal

subloop of an RA loop L. Just as in the case of group rings, the natural map

L —> L/N can be extended to a ring homomorphism a>: ZL —► Z(L/N). It

is easily shown that ker (a>) is spanned over ZL by the elements of the set

{n - l\n e N}. In the case where L is a group G, we denote the kernel of

w by A(G,N) and write A(C7) rather than A(G,G); this ideal is precisely

the kernel of the augmentation map e and is called the augmentation ideal of

ZG. If N C Z, then clearly N* = N. On the other hand, if TV contains a

noncentral element n , then there exists I e L such that /~ nl — en e N and

hence e e N. It follows that N* ç N always holds.

Now write L — G U Gu with G as in Proposition 1.1 and assume that

N ç G. Let x + yu be any element in ZL with x,y e ZG and let n e N.

Then

{x + yu)(n- \) = x{n- \)+y{n- \)*u e A(C7,7V) + A(G,N)u.

These remarks show

1.2 Proposition. With the notation as above,

1. an element x + yu € ZL  belongs to ker {of)  if and only if x ,y e

A(G,N);
2. A(C7, N)* C A(G, N).

We require additional properties of augmentation ideals. The identity x =

e(x) + (x - e(x)) for x e Z(G) implies that ZG = Z + A(G). Hence, for any

TV < G, A{G,N) = ZGA(N) = A(N) + A{G)A(N), from which it follows that

[A{G, N)]2 C A{G)A(N) C A(G, N).

In [8], Karpilovsky gives a remarkably short proof of the following important

result of Whitcomb:

1.3 Lemma (Whitcomb). Let x e ZG and suppose that x can be written in the

form x = g + ô' for some g e G and ô' e A(G,N). Then there exist g € G

and S e A(G)A(7V) such that x = g + ô .

In the same article, Karpilovsky proves that Gn (1 + A(G)A(N)) = TV' (the

commutator subgroup of N). We shall need the following implication of this

fact:

(1) If N<G isabelian, C?n (1 + A(C7)A(7V)) = 1.

It is in the case N = G1 that these results will be used (and usually implicity)

in the sequel.
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We conclude this section with the remark that the augmentation map on

ZC7 has a natural extension to ZL. This extended map, which we continue to

denote e and to which we continue to refer as the augmentation map, is a ring

homomorphism.

2. Torsion units

In this section, we note that a well-known property of torsion units in group

rings also holds in alternative loop rings and then derive consequences peculiar

to the nonassociative situation. Throughout the rest of this paper, L will always

denote a finite RA loop.

2.1 Proposition. Let r = Yl¡eL ai¡ ^e a un^ °ffinite order in the integral loop

ring of L. If a, ^ 0, then r = a, = ± 1 .

Proof. For a given element r = Yl a¡l e ZL, the map Rr : ZL —♦ ZL defined by

-Rf(0 = tr f°r t e ZL is linear and satisfies Rr,„ = R™ because in an alternative

ring, the subring generated by any pair of elements, for example t and r, is

associative. (We use Schafer's book [13] as our basic reference for alternative

rings.) Following Berman [1], we note that the matrix for Rr is similar over

C to a diagonal matrix A - diag^, ,... ,Çn), the C¡ mth roots of unity for

some m . Thus the trace of Rr is on the one hand £)"=1 £/ while on the other

it is J2a¡tr{R/) = «a, . Thus all the £. are equal, and in fact equal to ax , and

a, = 0 if / £ 1.

2.2 Corollary. If r = 2~^a¡l G L is a torsion unit in ZL and a¡ / 0 for some

/eJ, then r = ±1.

Proof. The element /" r is a torsion unit with nonzero coefficient of 1.

2.3 Corollary. Let r be a torsion unit in ZL. Then r  eZ.

Proof. Let S denote the support of r; i.e. r = Y^/€sai^ w*tn ai ^ ^ ^or a^

/ e S. Then we can write

r2 = J2^l2 + ßl+ß2
¡es

where /?, = 2J2aia,„lm > the sum running over all pairs (/ ,m) € L x L such

that Im = ml and ß2 = ¿~Ha,am{lm + ml), the sum running over all pairs

(I ,m) suchthat Im ^ ml. Now both e(ßx) and e(ß2) are even integers while

e(r ) — 1 since r is a unit. Therefore a¡ must be odd for some lx e. S. Since

/,   is central, it cannot be equal to an element Im in the support of ß2 ( Im
1   2

central   =>  Im = ml ); moreover, the term at /,   cannot cancel with a term
2 2

of the form 2alamlm . Hence /, G supp(r ) and now Corollary 2.2 shows that
2 2 2 2 2

r  — ±lx . Finally, since c(r ) = 1, we must have r  = /, G Z.

Notice that this proof actually shows that r is equal to the square of an

element in L . We wish to determine this element in a precise way.
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Let w. ZL —> Z(L/L') denote the homomorphism induced by the natural

map L —* L/L1 and let r g V(ZG) have finite order. Then œ(r) is a unit

of finite order in the integral abelian group ring Z(L/L') and is thus trivial

[14, Corollary II. 1.8]. Hence either co(r) - co(g') or co{r) = co(g'u) for some

g G G. If oj{r) = œ(g'), we can write r in the form

r — g + ô + ö2u,       where 6, ô2 G A(C7, G ).

By Whitcomb's Lemma, we can write g + ô — g + ôx for some g e G and

some Sx G A(G)A(G'), A(G') the augmentation ideal of ZC7'. Consequently,

we can write r in the form

(2) r = g + ôl+â2u,       ôxeA{G)A{G'),S2eA(G,G').

In a similar way, if eo(r) — w(g'u), we can write r in the form

(3) r = (g + ôx)u + ô2,        âx€A(G)A(G'),ô2GA(G,G').

1 7
2.4 Proposition. Let r be a normalized unit of finite order in ZL. Then r  =g

2 2
or r  = (gu)   according as r is of the form (2) or (3) respectively.

Proof. Assume first that r can be written in the form r = g + Sx +ô2u as in (2).

Then it is easy to see that r   can be written as

r2 = g2 + ô[ + S2u,        ô\ G A(G)A{G'), ô2 G A(C7, G').

2 2 2/
We know from Corollary 2.3 that r G Z ç G, so we must have r = g + ôx

and ô'2u = 0. Hence, using (1),

g~2r2 = 1 + S2 e Gn (1 + A(C7)A(G')) = 1

2 2
and so r — g . In a similar way it can be shown that if r = (g + ôx)u + ô2 as

in (3), then r2 = (gu)2.

In the remainder of this paper, we prove Theorem 0.1 by showing that a

normalized torsion unit r e ZL is conjugate in QL to a conjugate of the

element g or gu found above. J. Ritter and S. K. Sehgal have shown that

something similar happens when working with integral group rings of nilpotent

class 2 groups and have furthermore shown that this need not be the case in

general [12].

3. A REDUCTION

C. Polcino Milies and S. K. Sehgal have shown that the Zassenhaus Conjecture

for group rings can be reduced to the question of conjugacy in the complex

group algebra CG [10]. Now an old, but perhaps not well-known, theorem

of R. H. Brück [2, Theorem 7A] says that over a field of characteristic 0, the

loop algebra of any finite loop is semisimple. Thus, if L is a finite RA loop,

the alternative loop algebra CL is the direct sum of simple alternative algebras

which, in turn, are known to be either simple associative or Cayley-Dickson
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algebras. In both such types of algebra an element is either invertible or a zero

divisor, in the Cayley-Dickson case because a is invertible if and only if aa # 0

( a denoting the image of a under the canonical involution). The argument of

Ritter and Sehgal presented in [10, Lemma 5] now works verbatim to establish

3.1 Lemma. Let k ç K be infinite fields. Let L be a finite loop whose loop

algebra over k is semisimple and alternative. Then if two elements a,ß G kL

are conjugate in KL, they are also conjugate in kL.

As an immediate consequence, we obtain

3.2 Corollary. If a,ß ,y G QL and a and ß are conjugate to y in CL, then

a and ß are conjugate to y in QL.

Because of this result, we shall work in CL throughout the rest of this paper.

Write CL = Ax © • • • © An where the A¡ are simple alternative algebras. Since

Aj nA* is a nonzero ideal contained in A¡, it follows that A* = A¡ for each

i. Given r g CL, we shall denote by r( the component of r in Aj. To prove

that r and 5 G QL have a common conjugate in CL, it suffices to show that

their respective components r; and s( have a common conjugate in Aj, for

all i.

We define a trace-like map 6: CL —► CL by 6(r) = r + r*. Notice that 6 is

a linear map whose values lie in the centre of CL. Also, 6(r) = d(r") for any

r G CL and, if r G CL is central, then 6{r) = 2r. Since A* = A¡, each simple

component of CL is invariant under 6 .

3.3 Lemma. Let ô G A(G,G'). Then 6(3(.u(.) = 0 and, if supp(á) C\Z = 0,
then also 0(r5() = O.

Proof. First, since e is central, its component et in Aj lies in the centre

Z(Aj) = C. Since e - 1, we have e¡ = ±1 in A{. Now an element 8 G

A(G,G') is of the form ô = a(l - e) for some a in CG. If e{.. = 1, it is clear

that G(SjUj) - 6(3j) = 0, so we assume henceforth that et, = -1 . On the one

hand we have 0((<5(.w(.)*) = d(ôjUj) while on the other, since (5,-M,-)* = ?,<?/»,•,

we get 6((ôjUj)*) = -6(ôjUj). Thus 6(3¡uj = 0.

Now assume that supp(¿) n Z = 0. Writing S = ¿^a g (I - e), it is easy

to see that a — 0 for every g g Z. Now when g is not central, 0{gt) =

0(g*) = Ö(ei8j) = -9(g¡) and so 6(g¡) = 0. Thus 0(<$.) = 2'£<*g8(gi) = 0, as

claimed.

3.4 Lemma. Let r and s be units in CL such that supp(r)nJ¿T = supr)(s)nZ =

0. Then r is central if and only if s is central; rt is central if and only if st is

central; and if r{ is central and 0(r() = 0(s¡), then r¡ = s».

Proof. Our hypothesis on the supports of r and s implies that r* = er and

s* = es; hence (rs + sr)* — e (rs 4- sr) = rs + sr. Thus rs + sr is central.

Since r and s are units, r is certainly central if and only if s is central. A

similar statement holds for r, and s¡ because rs + sr central implies rls¡+s¡ri
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central. Finally, if r is central, then 0(r(.) = 2r(.. But also s¡ is central and so

6(Sj) = 2sj. The last statement of the Lemma now follows.

4. The conjecture

We are now ready to prove Theorem 0.1. Let r therefore denote a normalized

torsion unit in the integral alternative loop ring of a finite loop L. We shall

prove that there exists an / G L such that r and / are conjugate in QL to

the same element (of QL ). If supp(r) C\Z ^ 0 then Corollary 2.2 shows that

r = I for some central I e L. So we assume henceforth that supp(r) nZ = 0.

From the preamble to Proposition 2.4, we see that r can be written either in

the form

r — g + 3X +32u   or   r = gu + 3xu + 82

with 3X G A(G)A(G') and 32 G A(G,G'). We consider these two cases sepa-

rately.

2 2
Case 1. Assume r = g + 3X + 32u. Then r = g by Proposition 2.4. Since

supp(r)nJir = 0, it follows that g $ Z and supp(3x)nZ = 0 . By Lemma 3.3,
6(r¡) = S(gj), i = 1, ... ,n. Lemma 3.4 then shows that we should study

only those components where r(. and g¡ are noncentral. Moreover we assume

e¡ = -1 because ii e¡ = +1 , then (á1)/ = (S2)¡ = 0 and r( = g¡.

Henceforth, we shall work inside a fixed component A¡ (where e¡ = — 1 and

r¡,g¡ are noncentral) and shall.omit the subscript i for clarity. Let B be the

(associative) subalgebra of A generated by r and g. Since the centre of a

simple finite dimensional algebra over C is C and since r  = g   and rg + gr
2 2 2

are central, we can write r = g = X , rg + gr = /x, X,ße\C. Every element

in B is a linear combination of 1, r, g and rg. Set fx = \(l + r/X) and

f2 » A(l - r/X). Then /j and f2 are orthogonal idempotents / 0,1 such that

fx+f2= I and r = X(fx - f2). Thus B = (fx + f2)B(fx + f2) = Ef^/j ■
Defining fjj = fgfj we have by straightforward computation,

f - JLf     f - -JLf

fn = As-jxA>   and fix = fis + jxfi ■

It follows that fjBfj is one-dimensional with basis f, i = 1,2, and

dim (fjBfj) < 1 with equality provided f4j ^ 0, in which case f¡Bfj has

basis f,. Moreover,

fn = A=0,    fx2f2x = (A2 - ¿-2)fx    and   f2xfx2 = (X2 - ^)/2.

If X - /i /4X2 jí 0 it is apparent that B = M2(C). Since the minimal polyno-

mial of both r and g over C is X  - X , each element is similar to (   _ J ,

so r and g are both conjugate to g in B, hence in ^(. If X2 - ¿¿2/4A = 0,

then ,u/2A2 = ±1 .
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Assume first that ß/2X2 = 1 . Defining s = (l/2X)(g + r), it can be checked

directly that s - 1 and s- rs = g. Again then, r and g are conjugate to the

element g in A-t.

If n/2X2 = -1, define t = (l/2X)(g -r) and check that t2 = 1 and t~lrt =

-g. Since g is not central, for some h in the projection of CL in A¡, we

must have h~ gh — eg = -g, so it follows here too that r and g have a

common conjugate in A¡, although this time, this conjugate is —g .

2 2
Case 2. Assume now that r — gu + 3xu + 82 and hence r — (gu) . Since

supp(r) C\Z = 0, we easily see that supp(<52) n Z = 0 and hence 6(r¡) =

d(gjUj). Once again then, we may suppose that r and g(u¡ are not central

in Aj and that e¡ = -I . Now we essentially repeat the argument of Case 1 to

obtain the desired conclusion.

In both cases, r and / = g or gu have a common conjugate in CL. Corol-

lary 3.2 then gives the desired result.   G
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